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Abstract Providing personal and location-dependent

services is one of the promising services in public spaces

like a shopping mall. So far, sensors in the environment

have reliably detected the current positions of humans, but it

is difficult to identify people using these sensors. On the

other hand, wearable devices can send their personal iden-

tity information, but precise position estimation remains

problematic. In this paper, we propose a method of asso-

ciating wearable accelerometers and foot tracking results

using laser range finders in the environment. First we pro-

pose an association method based on signal correlation

between biped foot and accelerometer. However, in crow-

ded situations, sometimes only one foot of a pedestrian is

observed because of occlusion. To cope with the problem,

we propose a new evaluation function that focuses on the

phase dependent correlation of cyclic walking behavior.

Example results of tracking individuals in the environment

confirm the effectiveness of this method.

Keywords Accelerometer � Laser range finder �
Sensor fusion � Tracking

1 Introduction

Information infrastructure that provides personal and

location-dependent services in public spaces like a

shopping mall permits a wide variety of applications. Such

a system will provide the positions of friends who are

currently shopping in the mall. When they have many bags,

users will call a porter robot, which can reach them by

using the location system. To enable location-dependent

and personal services, we propose a system that locates and

identifies a pedestrian, who carries a mobile information

terminal, anywhere in a crowded environment.

Many kinds of location systems have been studied that

provide the positions of pedestrians by using sensors

installed in the environment. For example, location systems

using cameras and laser range finders (LRFs) can track

people in the environment very precisely. However, it is

difficult to identify each pedestrian or a person carrying a

specific wearable device by using only sensors in the

environment.

On the other hand, in ubiquitous computing, many kinds

of wearable devices have been used to locate people. Since

a location system using ID tags requires the installation of

many reader devices in the environment for precise local-

ization, it is not a realistic solution in large public spaces.

Wearable inertial sensors are also used to locate people, but

the cumulative estimation error is often problematic. For a

precise location system, it is important to integrate other

sources of information.

In order to locate a pedestrian carrying a specific mobile

device anywhere in an environment, a promising approach

is to integrate environmental sensors that observe people

and wearable sensors that locate the person carrying them.

In this paper, we propose a novel method integrating LRFs

in the environment and wearable accelerometers to locate

people precisely and continuously. Since location systems

using LRFs have been successfully applied for tracking

people in large public spaces like train stations and the

sizes of LRF units are becoming smaller, LRFs are highly
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suitable for installation in public spaces. Since many cel-

lular phones are equipped with an accelerometer for a

variety of applications, users who have a cellular phone do

not have to carry any additional device.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we

review previous studies. Then, we discuss a method of

integrating LRFs and accelerometers and how it can pro-

vide reliable estimation. Finally, we discuss the application

of our method to a practical system and present the results

of an experimental evaluation.

2 Related works

2.1 Locating pedestrians using environmental sensors

Locating pedestrian has been an important issue in com-

puter vision and frequently studied (Hu et al. 2004). One

advantage of using cameras is that we can use much

information including colors and motion gestures. A

problem with cameras is that they suffer from changes in

the lighting conditions in the environment. Also, using

cameras in public spaces for identification purpose some-

times causes privacy issue.

Laser range finders (LRFs) have recently attracted

increasing attention for locating people in public places. As

they have become smaller, it becomes easier to install them

in environments. Since LRFs observes only the positions of

people, installation of LRFs does not raise privacy issue.

Cui et al. (2007) succeeded in tracking a large number of

people by observing feet of pedestrians. Zhao and Shiba-

saki (2005) also track people by using a simple walking

model of pedestrians. Glas et al. (2009) placed LRFs in a

shopping mall to predict the trajectories of people by

observing customers at waist height.

In general, sensors placed in the environment are good

at locating people precisely. However, it is difficult to use

them to identify pedestrians when they are walking in a

crowded environment.

2.2 Locating people by using wearable sensors

In ubiquitous computing, wearable devices have been used

to locate people (Hightower and Borriello 2001). Devices

that have been studied include IR tags (Want et al. 1992),

ultrasonic wave tags (Harter et al. 1999), RFID tags

(Amemiya et al. 2004; Ni et al. 2003), Wi-Fi (Bahl and

Padmanabhan 2000), and UWB (Mizugaki et al. 2007). If

the device ID is registered with the system, the person

carrying that specific device can be located and identified.

However, tag-based methods require the placement of

many reader devices in order to locate people accurately,

so the cost of installing reader devices is problematic in

large public places. Wi-Fi- and UWB-based methods do

not provide enough resolution to distinguish one person in

a crowd. Furthermore, if users of the system have to carry

additional devices just to use the location service, the cost

and inconvenience should also be considered.

Wearable inertial sensors have also been used to locate a

person by integrating observations (Bao and Intille 2004;

Foxlin 2005; Hightower and Borriello 2001). Since integral

drift has been problematic, it is important to combine

observations with those of other sensors. Recently, many

types of cellular phones have started to incorporate accel-

erometers, and some people are carrying them in their daily

lives. Therefore, the approaches using acceleration sensors

for locating people can effectively use the infrastructure.

2.3 Locating people by using a combination of sensors

To locate and identify people in the environment, methods

that integrate both environmental sensors and wearable

devices have been studied.

Kourogi et al. (2006) integrated wearable inertial sen-

sors, a GPS function, and an RFID tag system. Woodman

and Harle (2008) also integrated wearable inertial sensors

and map information. Schulz et al. (2003) used LRFs and

ID tags to locate people in a laboratory, and they proposed

a method that integrates positions detected using LRFs and

identifies people by using sparse ID-tag readers in the

environment. Mori et al. (2004) used floor sensors and ID-

tags and identified people carrying ID tags. These methods

focused on gradually identifying people after initially

locating their positions roughly using ID tags as they

approach reader devices. However, since these methods

integrate environmental sensors and ID tags on the basis of

their positions, it is difficult to distinguish them in a

crowded environment when the spatial resolution by using

ID tags is not enough.

In contrast, we integrate LRFs in the environment and

wearable sensors on the basis of the motion of people.

Since our method is based on synchronization of motion

and does not incorporate the computation of precise posi-

tion in the integration process, it does not suffer from the

drift problem of inertial sensors.

In previous work (Ikeda et al. 2010), LRFs and wearable

gyroscopes are integrated based on body rotation around

the vertical axis from both types of sensors. However, it

was difficult to distinguish pedestrians who move in a line

when the trajectories are similar. Another problem is the

method’s use of gyroscopes, since cellular phones equip-

ped with gyroscopes are not yet so common.

In this paper, to cope with these problems, we propose a

new method that extracts features from a bipedal walking

pattern. LRFs observe pedestrians at the height of feet and

estimate the positions of people and walking rhythms. The
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wearable accelerometer also observes walking rhythms. Since

walking rhythms differ from person to person, the proposed

method can distinguish pedestrians walking in a line, and it

uses only an accelerometer in the wearable devices.

3 People tracking and identification using LRFs

and wearable accelerometers

3.1 Associating signals from environmental

and wearable sensors

To locate each person carrying a wearable sensor, we focus on

correlation of signals that are observed from environmental

and wearable sensors. After features of the motion are

observed using two types of sensors, signals are compared to

determine whether the two signals come from the same person.

In this framework, the problem of locating the person

with a wearable sensor is reduced to comparing the signal

from the wearable sensor to all signals from the people

detected by the environmental sensors and then selecting

the person with the most similar signal (Fig. 1).

Suppose feet of pedestrians are tracked by using LRFs in

the environment, and the motions of both feet are estimated

(Fig. 2). Simultaneously, the timings of footsteps are

observed by using wearable accelerometers. If the signals

from both kinds of sensors are from the same pedestrian,

we can assume that the two signals are highly correlated,

since they were originally generated from a common

walking rhythm. We found the acceleration signal from

wearable sensors and acceleration of both feet that are

estimated from tracking results are highly correlated. In

this paper we focus on walking behavior and propose an

association method of signals from both kinds of sensors

based on signal correlation.

3.2 Tracking biped foot of pedestrians by using LRFs

Zhao and Shibasaki (2005) proposed a pedestrian tracking

method by using LRFs at the height of the feet. By observing

the feet of pedestrians, not only the positions of pedestrians

but also the timing of their footsteps was observed.

Our method expands upon the system described in (Glas

et al. 2009) and uses a particle-filter-based algorithm to

track feet in the environment (Fig. 3). In our tracking

algorithm, a background model is first computed for each

sensor by analyzing hundreds of scan frames to filter out

noise and moving objects. Points detected in front of this

background scan are grouped into segments within a cer-

tain size range, and those that persist over several scans are

registered as foot detections. Each foot is then tracked by

the particle filter using a simple linear motion model.

Then we compute velocity and acceleration of each foot

from tracked positions:

vðtÞ ¼ ð~xðtÞ � ~xðt � 1ÞÞ=D;
aLðtÞ ¼ ðvðtÞ � vðt � 1ÞÞ=Dj j:

ð1Þ

where ~xðtÞ is smoothed position vector, vðtÞis velocity

vector, aLðtÞis acceleration of one foot. Suffix L represents

that aLðtÞ is an estimation from LRFs. D represents sam-

pling period.

3.3 Observation of acceleration from wearable sensors

To extract walking rhythm from the wearable accelerom-

eter, we focus on the vertical component of the observed

acceleration. The vertical acceleration aAðtÞ is estimated

Fig. 1 Locating a person carrying a specific wearable device by

matching wearable and environmental sensors. a The concept of the

proposed algorithm. b Flow of the proposed method

Fig. 2 Pedestrian walking in a shopping mall. The white marks

represent the detected feet of pedestrians. Motion of each pedestrian

is observed using wearable accelerometer and LRFs by tracking each

foot
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from three-dimensional acceleration vector aðtÞ and unit

vector of vertical direction ezðtÞ as

aAðtÞ ¼ ezðtÞ � aðtÞ: ð2Þ

where suffix A represents that aAðtÞ is an observation from

an accelerometer.

We approximate vertical direction ezðtÞ by averaging

aðtÞ over a few seconds:

êzðtÞ ¼
1

L

Xt

s¼t�Lþ1

aðsÞ
jaðsÞj: ð3Þ

where L is number of frames to compute average. Since

aðtÞ includes both components of the gravity and the

acceleration due to walking, we set L to several times the

walking period to filter out latter component of aðtÞ in each

footstep. In experiments, we set L to 8 s and êzðtÞ was a

good approximation to extract motion pattern from accel-

eration vector sequences.

Original and smoothed vertical acceleration signals are

shown in Fig. 4a. The accelerometer is attached to the left

waist. One footstep of the walk is about 500 ms in the graph,

and the timing of the footsteps of both feet is clearly

observed. Note that since the accelerometer is attached to the

left waist, the impact of a footstep of the left foot is clearer.

3.4 Associating motion of biped foot and body

acceleration

Figure 4b shows the smoothed velocity and acceleration of

each foot estimated by our tracking method. When the

speed of a pedestrian’s idling foot becomes lower and it

finally lands on the ground, a large vertical acceleration is

observed. Therefore, we can expect the impact of landing

to be observed when the acceleration of the idling foot is

negative. Note that since LRFs observe at the height of the

leg, the velocity does not become zero when the foot lands.

Figure 4c shows minimum of acceleration signals of both

feet. This minimum of acceleration (Fig. 4c) and the vertical

acceleration signal (Fig. 4a) are highly correlated (Fig. 4d).

To evaluate the correlation between the two signals, we

propose computing Pearson’s correlation function between

the minimum foot acceleration from LRFs and the accel-

eration from the accelerometer.

f1ðtÞ ¼
Xt

s¼t�Tþ1

âAðsÞ âbipedðsÞ=T ; ð4Þ

where âAðtÞ is normalized acceleration from a wearable

accelerometer, âbipedðtÞ is normalized signal of abipedðtÞ,
which is minimum of acceleration of right and left foot

aleftðtÞ; arightðtÞ that are computed from Eq. (1):

abipedðtÞ ¼ minðaleftðtÞ; arightðtÞÞÞ: ð5Þ

For each wearable accelerometer, the trajectory of the

person who is carrying the sensor is estimated by selecting

the trajectory that maximizes Eq. (4).

4 Evaluating signal correlation depends on the phase

of walking

In a crowded scene, sometimes only one foot of a pedes-

trian is observed because of occlusion. However,

Fig. 3 Estimated positions of

pedestrians using LRFs.

Positions of three LRFs are

shown as A, B, and

C. a Observation by LRFs.

Positions of foreground objects

are measured from each LRF.

b Particles that represent

possible positions of persons

(gray dots). c Estimated

positions of people. A unique

number is assigned to each

person
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computing Eq. (4) for acceleration from a single foot

results in low correlation. This is because the acceleration

from a wearable device record landing both foot whereas

the trajectory records motion of one foot. Figure 5 shows

relation between acceleration signals from one foot and a

wearable accelerometer. In one cycle of acceleration from

a single foot, signals shows both positive and negative

correlation depends on the phase of walking. To cope with

this problem, we propose an evaluation method that focu-

ses on the phase in cyclic walking behavior.

4.1 Relationship between acceleration of a foot

and body

In order to associate cyclic signals that include both posi-

tively and negatively correlated part depending on the

phase, we propose to learn weight coefficients that model

signal correlation in each phase. Figure 6 shows computed

correlation between observed acceleration signals in each

of 16 phase periods, which is division of one cycle defined

based on the peak of the foot velocity (See right foot

velocity in Fig. 5). We divided one cycle into 16 phase

periods. The horizontal axis in Fig. 6 represents the phase

period, and the vertical axis is average of aAðtÞaLðtÞ in each

phase period. There are clear positive correlation in earlier

phase periods and negative correlation in latter phase

periods. Figure 6 shows computed results for three sub-

jects. This graph shows the variations among individuals

are not significant.

4.2 Associating acceleration from a foot and body

based on the weight depends on the phase

of walking

4.2.1 Algorithm

1. Smooth observed velocity of a feet and extract local

maximal and minimal value. Define one cycle as the

period between local maxima. In each time in a cycle,

define the phase uðtÞ to zero at the time of local

maxima, p at local minima, and linearly interpolated

phase at other time.

Fig. 4 Examples of signals from LRFs and an accelerometer taken

over 8 s. a Vertical acceleration from wearable accelerometer.

Dashed line shows original signals and solid line shows smoothed

signal. b Velocity (solid line) and acceleration (dashed line) of left

and right feet of a pedestrian from LRFs. c Minimum of acceleration

of both feet from LRFs (Eq. 4). d Superimposed signal [acceleration

from accelerometer (a) and LRFs (c)]. Signals from same pedestrian

shows clear correlation. The vertical axis is adjusted to overlap both

signals

Fig. 5 Relation between acceleration signals from one foot and a

wearable accelerometer
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uðtÞ ¼

0 velocity is local maxima at t ð¼ t1Þ
p velocity is local minima at t ð¼ t2Þ
t�t1
t2�t1

p t1� t\t2

1þ t�t2
t0
1
�t2

� �
p t2� t\t01; t01 is next local maxima

8
>>><

>>>:

ð6Þ

2. Divide one cycle into M phase periods ukðk ¼ 1. . .MÞ .

We use M = 16 in experiments. In each period k,

compute average of Eq. (4) in each phase period.

avgk ¼ average of âAðtÞâLðtÞ: ð7Þ

where t is in uk and âAðtÞ âLðtÞ are normalized accelera-

tion from a wearable accelerometer and a tracking result

using LRFs.

3. Define coefficients w according to the average. We use

h ¼ 0:25 in experiments.

wðuÞ ¼
þ1 / is in /k and avgk [ h
�1 / is in /k and avgk\h
0 otherwise

8
<

: ð8Þ

By using the weight function defined in Eq. (8), evaluate

correlation between sensors:

f2ðtÞ ¼
Xt

s¼t�Tþ1

aAðsÞ aLðsÞwðuðsÞÞ=T ð9Þ

Based on Eq. (9), the trajectory of the user is estimated

by selecting the trajectory that maximizes it. Figure 7

shows computed weight function in each phase period.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental setup

We conducted experiments at a shopping mall in the Asia

and Pacific Trade Center, in Osaka, Japan (Fig. 8). We

located people in a 20-m-radius area of the arcade con-

taining many restaurants and shops selling clothing and

accessories. People in this area were monitored via a sensor

network consisting of six LRFs installed at a height of

20 cm (Fig. 9). We modified a previous system (Kanda

et al. 2008) designed for tracking a biped foot and

expanded it to incorporate wearable sensors to locate and

identify people.

Each foot of a pedestrian in the environment was

detected and tracked with a particle filter. By computing

the expectation of the particles, we estimated the position

and velocity 25 times per second. This tracking algorithm

ran very stably and reliably with a measured position.

Three people in the environment each carried one

wearable sensor with a three-axis accelerometer (Fig. 10).

In experiments, the observed acceleration signals were

time-stamped and sent to a host PC via Bluetooth. Fig-

ure 11 shows estimated trajectories of feet in 4 s. Some-

times only one foot of a pedestrian is observed.

5.2 Accuracy of identifying pedestrian

We tested with three subjects and four trials. Figure 12

shows the first 20 s of computed correlation between the

wearable sensor on subjects and all tracked foot when the

subject was walking. Figure 12a–c show the typical results

for subject 1,2 and 3. The colored lines show correlation of

the subject. When the colored line is the highest among all

Fig. 6 Correlation between observed acceleration signals depends on

the phase in cyclic motion. The horizontal axis is the phase period

which is division of one cycle (see peaks of right foot velocity in

Fig. 5)

Fig. 7 Trained weight function in each phase period
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trajectories at the same time, the subject is correctly

identified. In experiments three subjects carried a wearable

accelerometer and walked with other pedestrians in a

shopping mall. There are about 10 pedestrians in the

environment shown in Fig. 8.

In 15 experiments, the pedestrian who are carrying the

sensor was identified in the sequences. Table 1 shows

accuracy of identification at 4, 6, 8, and 10 s after the

subject appeared. As the time becomes longer after the

subject appeared, more accurate correlation between sig-

nals becomes.

6 Discussion

6.1 Time synchronization

Since our method locates people by comparing time

sequences, it is important to adjust the clocks of the LRFs

and wearable sensors. In the following experiments, the

wearable sensor clocks were synchronized with the host PC

when they initially established a Bluetooth connection.

Another problem is the delay in the transmission from

the wearable sensors to the host PC. In the experiments,

Fig. 8 Experimental

environment in a shopping mall

(Fig. 2 shows the left part in this

map)

(a)

Specifications

Product name UTM-30LX (Hokuyo Automatic)

Scanning angle 270 [degree]

Angular resolution 0.25 [degree]

Sampling frequency 40 [Hz]

Range Max. 30 [m]

Measurement accuracy ±30 [mm]

(b)

Fig. 9 Experimental setup.

a Positions of LRFs (shown as

filled circles) in a shopping

mall. The locations (A) (B) in

the figure are also shown in

Fig. 8. b Specifications of the

LRFs used in experiments
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signals were sent with timestamps added by the wearable

sensors. If the timestamp were set after the signals had

been sent (e.g., by the host PC), the results would be

affected by sudden transmission delays.

6.2 Privacy issues

When cameras are installed in public spaces, the problem

of invasion of privacy is inevitably raised. Since LRFs do

not observe the face or any other information that identifies

pedestrians, this issue is irrelevant to our method.

6.3 Integrating wearable gyroscopes

In this paper, we focused on association by using wearable

accelerometers and LRFs. By using wearable devices

equipped with both accelerometers and gyroscopes, we can

roughly estimate locations of people. Though the estimated

positions suffer from cumulative error, location informa-

tion will provide another key for accurate association when

two people walk in similar rhythm. We have already pro-

posed association method that uses angular velocities

(Ikeda et al. 2010). In the next step we would like to

integrate both walking rhythms and location information.

6.4 Scalability

In experiments, we identified three pedestrians when about

ten people are walking in a shopping mall to confirm

possibility of the proposed method. When two people walk

in same period and phase, observation from one acceler-

ometer is highly correlated with two trajectories. In such

case, there remains ambiguity in association. In principle,

by assuming two people never behave in perfect synchro-

nization, all people are identified after enough length of

observations (larger parameter T in Eq. 9).

However, as the number of people becomes larger, the

system needs longer T and the decision is delayed. To cope

with the problem, it is promising to integrate gyroscopes as

discussed in previous paragraph to resolve ambiguity.

Another method is using flexible length of T for associa-

tion. By using fixed larger T will result in longer delay of

associations. However, when there are not many people, if

the computed evaluation function is larger than a fixed

Specifications

WAA-006 (ATR Promotions)Product name

20 [g]Weight

500 [Hz]Sampling frequency

±2GRange

BluetoothInterface

Fig. 10 Wearable sensor

device used in experiments

Fig. 11 Estimated trajectories of feet in 4 s. There were 12

pedestrians in the period. The filled circles represent the latest

positions. Sometimes only one foot of a pedestrian is observed

because of the effect of occlusion
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threshold for only one pedestrian, we can decide in

advance. Then effective T will become smaller by associ-

ating in more flexible manner.

6.5 The effect of the pose of accelerometer

In experiments, we attached wearable acceleration sensors

to the waist of pedestrians. By computing vertical com-

ponent of the acceleration, the pose of the sensors does not

affect our method. However, acceleration signals differ

depending on the position the sensor is attached.

We confirmed the differences that may arise when

sensors are carried in different ways: in a pocket, in hands,

in a bag (Fig. 13). The shape of the observed acceleration

signals is not completely same, but the detected peaks of

acceleration are still clear and there is no significant dif-

ference in computing correlation process.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, to estimate both positions and IDs of

pedestrians, we propose a method that associates precise

Table 1 Accuracy of identification

Time after the

subject appeared (s)

Accuracy of

identification (%)

4 71.0

6 85.0

8 85.0

10 92.0

As the time passed after the subject entered the tracking area, cor-

relation becomes clearer and accuracy becomes higher

Fig. 12 Correlation function computed between acceleration signal

of a wearable accelerometer sensor and each foot tracked in the

environment. Colored line shows correlation function of the subject

who carries the accelerometer. The correlation function for the

subject is the highest in almost all period. a Pedestrian 1. b Pedestrian

2. Note that only trajectory of one foot is available. c Pedestrian 3

Fig. 13 Examples of acceleration signals in different carrying

conditions. a Acceleration signal when a sensor is in a jacket pocket.

b Acceleration signal when a sensor is carried in hands (note that the

walking speed becomes slower). c Acceleration signal when a sensor

is in a bag
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position information using sensors in the environment and

reliable ID information using wearable sensors. Since the

tracking results of biped foot of a pedestrian and the body

oscillation of the same pedestrian correlate, we associate

these signals from same pedestrian that maximizes corre-

lation between them.

Experimental results for locating people in a shopping

mall show the precision of our method. Since LRFs are

now becoming common and people are carrying cellular

phones that contain accelerometers, we believe that our

method is realistic and can provide a fundamental means of

location services in public places. In future, we would like

to investigate our method when pedestrians carry cellular

phones in different ways. Since wearable devices provide

much information other than walking rhythm, we would

like to expand our method to associate observations of

various kinds of behaviors.
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